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Chapter 2751: Fourth Form, Counterattack! 

“Insurmountable opponent? Huhu, you’re thinking too highly of yourself!” Ye Yuan said with a light 

laugh. 

Qiu Chen looked at Ye Yuan coolly and said, “The pride of a weakling doesn’t have the slightest use. Even 

if you don’t admit it, it’s impossible for you to last more than 20 moves in my hands. This is an 

undeniable fact!” 

“Is that so? Then watch closely!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan sat down cross-legged and instantly entered a meditative state. 

Qiu Chen curled his mouth and turned his nose up at this. 

It was not just him. Saint Exalt Purplesun and the rest who were by the side also could not help shaking 

their heads. 

They acknowledged that Ye Yuan was peerlessly talented. 

But, compared to this one in front of him, he was still far too lacking. 

Saying this sort of words at this time did not have the slightest meaning apart from puffing himself up at 

his own cost. 

Saying ruthless words if you had the strength, that was called a counterattack. 

Saying ruthless words if you did not have the strength, that was called keeping up appearance to cover 

up the predicament. 

Clearly, the current Ye Yuan belonged to the latter. 

But this time, Ye Yuan was not in a hurry to regulate his breathing. 

Around him, three kinds of rule power were gradually spreading out, converging, and combining. 

A bud broke out of the ground in front of Ye Yuan. 

The bud grew up at a speed visible to the naked eye and germinated very quickly, growing into a sapling. 

Qiu Chen was the first to discover the anomaly and his brows could not help knitting together tightly. 

Saint Sovereign Purplesun and the rest of the Saint Sovereign Heavens also gradually detected the 

unusualness. 

The power of rule around Ye Yuan was currently growing strongly as if continuous heavy rain nourishing 

the sapling to grow. 

“Could it be ...” Saint Exalt Purplesun’s pupils constricted slightly as he said. 

As if affirming his guess, the sapling continued growing and became a half-human height small tree. 
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This was the third form! 

Many tender green branches grew on the young tree. 

Very soon, the power of rule around Ye Yuan reached a bottleneck. 

The young tree sapling also stopped growing. 

Everyone knew that Ye Yuan reached the final juncture of breakthrough. 

“Shatter!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan roared, his eyes snapping open. His aura suddenly skyrocketed. 

Sword, Formation, Space, three great power of rules, they seemed to have breached the floodgate all of 

a sudden, flooding out frantically. 

The three power of rules broke through to the fourth level at the same time! 

Saint Exalt Purplesun’s entire body trembled and he cried out in surprise, “Really broke through! 

Furthermore, it’s three great rules breaking the walls at the same time! It’s just that, the fusion of the 

fourth level of rule power ...” 

Rule power breakthrough was one thing. 

Fusion was another thing. 

After breaking through, the balance of Great Dao Transformation was broken and needed to be fused 

anew. 

In Sublime Realm, the power of rules was far from as powerful as Sovereign Realm. Fusing it was 

relatively easier. 

But, reaching Sovereign Realm, the difficulty of fusion was not an ordinary kind of hard. 

But the three great power of rules circled around Ye Yuan rapidly, forming a large-scale grinding disc. 

That grinding disc linked the three great rules from end to end and started spinning. 

The small tree that had originally stopped growing started growing wildly again. 

This time, the young tree grew very crazily. 

Very soon, it grew to a human height small tree. 

The branches also gradually grew out and the tree leaves became lush. 

“This ... It fused?” Saint Exalt Purplesun stared dumbfoundedly. 

“How on earth did this guy do it? This talent is also too monstrous!” Saint Exalt Skyfortune swallowed 

his saliva and said. 

They were still looking down on Ye Yuan earlier. But in a blink of an eye, they had their faces slapped. 



Not only did Ye Yuan not crumble under Qiu Chen’s powerful pressure, but he also broke the fourth 

level barrier instead and broke through. 

Breaking through was fine, Ye Yuan even fused it right away 

“He didn’t comprehend the rules one at a time, but he comprehended three together! This kind of 

comprehension method, the difficulty is more than a hundred times of comprehending three 

independently on their own! But the advantage is that once he broke through, he can fuse it right away 

and reach the transformed fourth state!” Qiu Chen suddenly opened his mouth at this time and said. 

Everyone was extremely shocked when they heard. 

Comprehending three at the same time, what kind of monstrous comprehension ability was this! 

What was even more frightening was that this guy’s comprehension speed was also too fast. 

In just a short half a month, this guy actually broke through to the fourth form already! 

Finished fusing, Ye Yuan slowly stood up. The All-Encompassing Sacred Tree’s fourth form immediately 

turned into one flying sword after another and revolved around Ye Yuan. 

The fourth form, the flying swords that Ye Yuan was able to control directly rose to 108! 

Furthermore, the power of each flying sword rivaled heavenly spirit treasures too! 

At this time, his essence, energy, and spirit, immediately rose to the peak. 

Qiu Chen looked at him and said coolly, “Even if you broke through to the fourth form, you’re not my 

match either.” 

Ye Yuan was indifferent and similarly said coolly, “So what? You’re merely my sparring opponent, that’s 

all. I’ll eventually surpass you!” 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan guided with his divine essence, 108 flying swords charged toward Qiu Chen in 

an instant. 

At this time, the power of the sword formation increased more than ten times compared to just now! 

Even Qiu Chen’s face revealed a solemn look too. 

Only to see his palm tense up, five flying knives shot out fiercely and clashed together with Ye Yuan’s 

108 flying swords. 

This time, Qiu Chen was going all out! 

This was also the powerful aspect of the Labyrinth Divine Palace! 

The opponent of this training ground was highly intelligent. They would attack according to the 

opponent’s strength. 

Actually, it was more like guiding and sparring with the younger generation. 

It was just that Purplesun and the rest were seriously too weak. Hence, they were unable to force out all 

of the heaven’s chosen’s strength at all. 



Otherwise, with the strength of these heaven’s chosen, Purplesun they all would have long died. 

This battle was clearly fought much more trepidatiously. 

Both sides fought all the way beyond a hundred moves before Qiu Chen breached Ye Yuan’s sword 

formation with his flying knives and defeated Ye Yuan. 

This was absolutely a huge improvement. 

Before this, Ye Yuan did not even make it past 20 moves. 

However, this was just the beginning. 

Having just broken through, Ye Yuan’s application of the fourth form and his control over the sword 

formation had not been mastered to the extent of perfection yet. 

Hence, he continued challenging Qiu Chen over and over again. 

From a hundred moves, fighting until 200 moves, then onto 500 moves! 

Both sides’ battle became more and more tense. 

Purplesun and the rest wished to find a hole in the ground to burrow into as they watched by the side. 

This improvement was really too fast! 

Ye Yuan’s improvement speed was like a straight line; it would never turn a corner! 

Three months later, Ye Yuan fought Qiu Chen again! 

After more than 300 moves, a streak of sword light that Ye Yuan controlled broke through the blockade 

of the five flying knives bizarrely and pierced right through Qiu Chen. 

Ye Yuan won! 

Ye Yuan looked at Qiu Chen and said with a smile, “Insurmountable opponent, I’ve surpassed you 

today!” 

Qiu Chen’s haughty face seemed a little sullenly angry. 

The words that he said more than three months ago, he had his face ruthlessly slapped at this moment! 

What was even more aggravating was that Ye Yuan’s current fourth form had merely just reached the 

realm of minor accomplishment. 

While his five laws transformation was already perfected! 

Which was also to say that it was actually equivalent to Ye Yuan jumping realms and defeating him. 

His pride was completely crushed at this moment. 

Three months ago, Ye Yuan was still a weakling that could not last more than 20 moves at his hands. 

Three months later, Ye Yuan already thoroughly completed the outperforming. 



In Jade Sovereign Heaven this realm, he was no longer Ye Yuan’s match! 

Purplesun and Skyfortune and the rest exchanged glances, shocked until it was incapable of increasing 

further. 

This also meant that as long as Ye Yuan reached grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven, his combat 

power would no longer be inferior to theirs! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2752: Strength Soaring! 

“Really won … I really dare not believe it!” 

“From not lasting more than 20 moves to successfully counter-attack, could it be that this guy’s 

potential has no end?” 

“To think that we were still ridiculing him previously; what a joke!” 

“Perhaps, this is a true genius!” 

Saint Exalt Purplesun gave a long sigh and admitted his own superficialness. 

They had ruled the Rainclear Continent for tens of thousands of years and had seen before God knew 

how many geniuses. 

But those geniuses were simply like the firefly versus the bright moon in front of Ye Yuan; the disparity 

was too great! 

The impact of Ye Yuan winning Sun Qi a month ago was not as strong as currently too. 

Because they understood that the Jade Sovereign Heaven Sun Qi was not even worthy of carrying Qiu 

Chen’s shoes! 

One was outstanding among Jade Sovereign Heavens. 

But the other could rival Saint Sovereign Heavens! 

The gap was not imaginable. 

But Ye Yuan completed a virtually impossible counterattack in a short three and a half months’ time! 

Qiu Chen looked at Ye Yuan and said with a cold snort, “Beating me in Jade Sovereign Heaven doesn’t 

mean anything! The ranking in this cultivation room is the ranking of Saint Sovereign Heaven! Jade 

Sovereign Heaven to Saint Sovereign Heaven is a massive threshold. Do you really think that you’re 

remarkable?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Relax, after I break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, I’ll come again!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan walked out of the battlefield and started regulating his breathing to recover. 

However, he did not continue challenging the powerhouses in front but chose to continue fighting with 

Qiu Chen. 

Although he won Qiu Chen, his combat power was just about on par with Qiu Chen. 
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Sure enough, in the following practices, the two people had wins and losses. 

But, along with the passage of time, Ye Yuan’s superiority gradually became clear. 

By the time Ye Yuan’s fourth form broke through to the realm of major accomplishment, Qiu Chen was 

no longer his match anymore. 

Completely crushing Qiu Chen also made everyone sigh endlessly. 

This was a rocket-like road to rise! 

After taking care of Qiu Chen, Ye Yuan continued challenging the powerhouses in front. 

Saint Exalt Purplesun discovered to their surprise that Ye Yuan actually crushed all the way. 

Only all the way until the 64th place did Ye Yuan encounter an opponent that was evenly matched in 

strength. 

Only then did they know that it turned out they were mistaken about Ye Yuan. 

It was not that Ye Yuan skipped opponents; he really charged over all the way according to the rankings. 

In a blink, three years passed. 

Three years’ time was merely a transient instant to these Saint Sovereign Heavens and Jade Sovereign 

Heavens. 

But they were demoralized from watching Ye Yuan fight until no part of their body was unhurt. 

After Qiu Chen, Ye Yuan charged all the way to 47th place! 

For three years, Ye Yuan did not sleep nor rest, entering a crazed cultivation state. 

It was not that he did not encounter powerful opponents during this. 

On the contrary, there were too many powerful opponents! 

Those able to enter the Labyrinth Divine Palace would not be mediocre people even in their Jade 

Sovereign Heaven era. 

Each of these people was peerless heaven’s chosen! 

Many people were the same as Qiu Chen, thrashing Ye Yuan in the beginning. 

But Ye Yuan became braver in the face of setbacks, suffering repeated defeats with each battle, finally 

crushing his opponent! 

No matter how strong his opponent was, how miserably he was defeated, it was unable to shake his 

resolve to become strong. 

Furthermore, he harbored the resolve of certain death to fight each battle. 

During the battles with the 51st place Zhao Yuesheng, Ye Yuan fought with the opponent until both 

sides suffered heavy wounds more than ten times. He was seriously injured on the verge of death. 



But, each time after recovering, he would throw himself into battle right away. 

That battle was fought until everyone was profoundly affected and on constant tenterhooks. 

But in the end, Ye Yuan finally broke through the realm of fourth form major accomplishment in the 

midst of battle and reached the pinnacle realm! 

Great Dao Transformation fourth form, every step forward was immensely difficult. 

Especially at the juncture of each minor realm, wanting to break through three Daos at the same time, 

the difficulty could be imagined. 

But Ye Yuan attained frenzied advancement in the midst of crazed battles. 

Three years later, the cultivation abruptly stopped. 

It was not that Ye Yuan did not want to cultivate, but that all of the heavenly crystals had already been 

exhausted. 

Although this kind of cultivation method was fast, maintaining the operation of the cultivation room 

consumed a lot of heavenly crystals too. 

Cultivating this entire way, Ye Yuan had really never lacked heavenly crystals before. 

Over these several hundred years, the heavenly crystals he accumulated were rather considerable. 

But these heavenly crystals had long been wiped out a year ago. 

During this period of more than one year, Ye Yuan practically squeezed the heavenly crystals of these 

powerhouses present dry. 

With this, it was completely gone. 

Seeing the light of the cultivation room go out, Saint Exalt Purplesun sighed emotionally and said, “It’s 

finally expended entirely! If the heavenly crystals were sufficient, can he cultivate to Saint Exalt Heaven 

in one go?” 

Skyfortune deeply felt that way too and said with a nod, “Very likely! Could it be that this guy doesn’t 

know fatigue? How powerful a willpower is needed to be able to not sleep or rest for three years?” 

“This guy is asleep! It’s not that he wasn’t tired, but that he was using willpower to overcome it!” 

While talking, Ye Yuan fell to the ground and slept. 

The moment he stopped being tense, he could not hold on anymore as well. 

Skyfortune shook his head and said, “Really a terrifying opponent! I feel that the Pill Alliance has 

probably provoked the wrong person!” 

Everyone exchanged glances, all seeing the shock in the others’ eyes. 

This guy was too crazy! 



Cultivating three years without sleeping or resting, it was naturally nothing to a Heavenly Stratum 

powerhouse. 

But, even if it was a Heavenly Stratum powerhouse, their vigor was limited too. 

Under such a high intensity situation, to cultivate for three years straight, the vast majority of people 

would go insane. 

Few people would be able to last. 

But Ye Yuan held on! 

During these three years, Ye Yuan’s realm already reached peak middle Jade Sovereign heaven under 

the opponents’ tempering. He was only missing a little bit before he could enter upper Jade Sovereign 

Heaven. 

Of course, the greatest improvement was still his power of rules. 

His Great Dao Transformation already reached peak fourth form. 

Right now, even if he did not utilize a grandmist treasure, he was close to invincible within Jade 

Sovereign Heaven Realm too. 

Unless he ran into heaven’s chosen like the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s disciples. 

Once he utilized a grandmist treasure, even if he matched up against a Saint Sovereign Heaven, he could 

fight too! 

Ye Yuan slept for ten days and nights. 

When he woke up, he discovered that everyone had already gathered here. 

Big Yellow was currently guarding him. 

Ye Yuan stared at Big Yellow and said with a smile, “Not bad. It seems like you improved quite a bit!” 

Big Yellow smiled bashfully and said, “Compared to Master Ye, it’s still too far off!” 

Ye Yuan said, “Made it to which checkpoint?” 

“998th place!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “Not bad! These heaven’s chosen, their strength is actually not 

uniform in Jade Sovereign Heaven Realm. But the Saint Sovereign Heaven ranking is the real deal. For 

you to be able to promote three places, it’s already rather impressive.” 

Big Yellow chuckled, quite pleased with himself. 

These three years, Big Yellow also cultivated like he went crazy. 

In reality, there were many times when he could not persevere anymore. 

But each time he could not persevere, he would come to the number one cultivation room. 

Seeing Ye Yuan be even crazier than him, his drive would kick in. 



During these three years, he only had one thought. It was to keep up with Ye Yuan’s footsteps to the 

best of his ability. 

Otherwise, he would not have the qualifications to follow Ye Yuan one day. 

And this day would not be too far away. 

The cultivation would automatically record the strength of powerhouses and eliminate the last place. 

Currently, at the number ten cultivation room, at the 998th place, there was already Big Yellow’s 

projection. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2753: : Frivolous Life Like a Dream! 

Ye Yuan turned around to look at the number one cultivation room and said rather regretfully, “It’s a 

shame. There are not enough heavenly crystals. If I could go out after cultivating to grand completion 

fourth form, I would be much more confident in dealing with the Pill Alliance.” 

When the others heard, they could not help being speechless. 

There was only this person who treated this place as paradise, right? 

If it were others, they would have long been demoralized by these peerless heaven’s chosen 

powerhouses until they did not even have the desire to cultivate any longer. 

Although Big Yellow was decent, he basically had no hope of charging into the top 100. 

Sometimes, it was not what effort could achieve. 

When your talent reached a bottleneck, it was useless no matter how hard you worked. 

But, talent plus hard work, that was terrifying. 

Ye Yuan was precisely this sort of person. 

Very soon, Ye Yuan led everyone and left the Labyrinth Divine Palace. 

Over several hundred powerhouses entered. But, at this time, there were only slightly more than a 

hundred people left. 

However, following Ye Yuan, these hundred people made great harvests. 

“Younger Brother Ye, there’s nothing else to say. When the time comes, we’ll definitely go all out at 

your word of command!” Saint Exalt Purplesun cupped his fists and said. 

These few years, they had ceased the idea of opposing Ye Yuan. 

This guy was even more terrifying than Zhuo Bufan back then! 

Opposing him, the outcome would be very tragic. 

Furthermore, entering the Labyrinth Divine Palace this time, Ye Yuan helped them out a lot. They would 

definitely be able to improve further after going back this time and entering closed-seclusion. 
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With Saint Exalt Purplesun making known his position, the other Saint Sovereign Heavens were 

extremely grateful to Ye Yuan too. 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “When the time comes, I’ll still have to trouble everyone. Everyone, leave 

first. This Ye still has matters to attend to and won’t be seeing everyone off.” 

Everyone knew that this Heavenspan World was Ye Yuan’s hometown. Hence, they naturally did not stay 

either, directly leaving. 

After everyone left Heaven Fragmented Continent, Ye Yuan flipped his palm. A crystal clear bottle 

appeared in his hand. 

This small bottle contained precisely the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation. 

Voidsnap Immortal Condensation was a natural treasure that could strengthen the origin divinity! 

After Jade Sovereign Heaven, the key to break through was the origin divinity! 

Origin divinity communicated with heaven and earth and comprehended Great Dao. 

If the origin divinity was not strong enough, it was extremely hard to break through Saint Sovereign 

Heaven. 

And this was also precisely one of the reasons why Saint Sovereign Heavens were few in numbers. 

Yan Jadetrue most likely wanted the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation in order to break through to True 

Sovereign Heaven. 

“Senior, this Frivolous Life Like a Dream, is it really useful?” 

While talking, Ye Yuan had another small bottle in his hand, containing a mass of transparent liquid 

inside. 

Frivolous Life Like a Dream; the name sounded very beautiful, but it was a kind of extremely formidable 

poison. 

This poison did not target the physical body. It only targeted the origin divinity! 

Poisons that could target the origin divinity were very rare. Refining them was extremely difficult too. 

But, once inflicted, it would be like a bone-infesting maggot, being difficult to eradicate. 

Unless one encountered a top-level heavenly alchemist, otherwise, it would be difficult for immortals to 

cure it! 

Not only did Ye Yuan find the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation in the Treasure Depository Pavilion, but 

he also found this Frivolous Life Like a Dream! 

“Kid, it’s also that you’re lucky! If you don’t have this Frivolous Life Like a Dream, you really wouldn’t be 

able to do anything to that guy and can only be taken advantage of fully by him! Relax. Even if that 

whatever Pill Alliance’s alliance chief comes, he can’t cure the Frivolous Life Like a Dream poison too! 

The strength of the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s heavenly alchemists isn’t what you can imagine!” Mi Tian 

said confidently. 



Ye Yuan nodded slightly and dripped a drop of Frivolous Life Like a Dream into the Voidsnap Immortal 

Condensation. 

The Voidsnap Immortal Condensation was as usual. 

Frivolous Life Like a Dream was colorless and tasteless. Even Ye Yuan was unable to detect its existence 

too. 

“That Yan Jadetrue concealed extremely deeply and understands my abilities very well too. He likely 

won’t believe me so easily!” Ye Yuan said with a frown. 

“That’s easy! Cultivate the Divine Emergence to the second level, your soul force will directly break 

through rank five and reach the level of Saint Sovereign Heaven! At that time, purging this Frivolous Life 

Like a Dream with the Divine Emergence’s secret arts isn’t something difficult. Although the Frivolous 

Life Like a Dream is formidable, when matching up against the Divine Emergence, it’s a level worse!” Mi 

Tian said. 

When Ye Yuan heard that, his eyes could not help lighting up. 

With this, he really had no worries anymore. 

Without the slightest hesitation, Ye Yuan had Big Yellow stand guard and he started cultivating the 

second level of Divine Emergence. 

Divine Emergence’s power naturally went without saying. 

Ye Yuan had long already cultivated the first level to the realm of grand completion. His origin divinity 

already reached peak Jade Sovereign Heaven long ago. 

It was even stronger than peak Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

As long as he successfully cultivated the second level, the origin divinity reaching the level of Saint 

Sovereign Heaven was virtually inevitable. 

Ye Yuan sat down cross-legged. In his sea of consciousness, his chaos origin divinity started operating 

the Divine Emergence’s second level cultivation method. 

A powerful origin divinity undulation quietly released. 

“This is … chaos origin divinity! What a powerful origin divinity undulation! It’s likely significantly 

stronger when compared to even ordinary peak Jade Sovereign Heavens! After he cultivates to grand 

completion Jade Sovereign Heaven, breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven will simply happen 

naturally without additional effort!” When the Big Yellow by the side saw this, he could not help being 

speechless. 

When other people were breaking through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, it was a game of death, and they 

might not be able to break through either. 

But Ye Yuan was amazing. Other people’s bottleneck did not exist for him at all! 

With chaos origin divinity plus this powerful origin divinity undulation, breaking through to Saint 

Sovereign Heaven had practically become inevitable. 



There were extremely few cultivation methods to cultivate the origin divinity. 

Even if there were, it would not have a real effect either. 

With the help of heavenly medicines, reaching grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven was not hard. 

The hard part was the origin divinity cultivating to the realm of grand completion at the same time too. 

In reality, the origin divinity realm of more martial artists was far lower than their cultivation realm. 

Therefore, it was virtually impossible for them to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

The true grade Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill that Ye Yuan refined for Big Yellow and the rest 

previously, it was actually forcefully comprehending Heavenly Dao and letting those people’s origin 

divinities rise to a higher level. That was how they succeeded in one stroke. 

Of course, this was also because the origin divinity realms of Big Yellow and the rest were up to par. That 

was why there was this effect. 

If it were others, even if there was the true grade Precious Jade Heavenly Sacred Pill, it might not work 

too. 

Ye Yuan’s cultivation lasted half a year. 

On this day, Ye Yuan’s origin divinity undulation suddenly skyrocketed! 

The sky above Heaven Fragmented Continent, thunder was faintly rolling! 

Big Yellow’s expression suddenly changed, and he looked toward Ye Yuan in amazement. 

“This … This … His origin divinity realm directly broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven?” 

This kind of breakthrough was too fantastical. 

When other people were breaking through, it was the cultivation realm that reached first and the origin 

divinity lagging behind. 

Ye Yuan was good, his cultivation realm was just peak middle Jade Sovereign Heaven, but his origin 

divinity actually directly reached Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

With such a powerful origin divinity, even if Ye Yuan did not use any martial techniques, one origin 

divinity attack would directly instantly kill a Jade Sovereign Heaven! 

Freak! 

Too damn freakish! 

How could there be such a freakish person in this world? 

“Pffft!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan spurted large mouthfuls of blood. His entire person started swaying too. 

Big Yellow’s expression changed, and he said, “Damn it, his cultivation realm is too low and can’t bear a 

Saint Sovereign Heaven’s origin divinity!” 



“Relax, he won’t die! This kid’s potential is huge!” Big Yellow was just about to go up but was stopped by 

Mi Tian. 

And at this time, a shocking dragon might rose to the sky from Ye Yuan’s body! 

“Roar!” 

Ye Yuan emitted a shocking dragon roar from his mouth! 

His aura was also rising frantically! 
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“Roar!” 

Above the void, the phantom of an enormous dragon soared into the sky and traversed above the 

clouds, glimmering and fading indeterminately. 

That giant dragon seemed to have come out of ancient times, its aura boundless. 

When Big Yellow saw it, he actually had an impulse to prostrate in worship! 

One had to know, he was a Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouse. No matter how strong Ye Yuan’s 

bloodline power was, it should not give him this kind of feeling too. 

“Huhu,?this kid finally returned to chaos!” Mi Tian could not help laughing. 

Big Yellow’s expression changed, and he said in shock, “Senior, could this be … chaos true spirit?” 

Mi Tian said, “That’s right! This boy’s bloodline power is extremely strong, but he was still a hair’s 

breadth away from chaos true spirit. Now, he finally crossed over!” 

Big Yellow sucked in a breath of cold air. 

Others did not know what chaos true spirit meant, but he knew! 

In their lineage, the Chaos Heavenly Bull was a genuine chaos true spirit! 

But, even if he cultivated to Saint Sovereign Heaven now, there was still a huge gap away from the 

bloodline power of a chaos true spirit. 

Bloodline power represented potential. It represented the future! 

A mature Chaos Heavenly Bull’s strength could reach the realm of Hegemon! 

And for Big Yellow, without Ye Yuan’s heavenly pill that triggered Great Dao and helped him to improve 

bloodline power, it was impossible for him to reach Saint Sovereign Heaven in this life too. 

This was disparity! 

Ye Yuan awakened his chaos true spirit bloodline. As long as he cultivated according to routine, 

becoming a Hegemon in the future was virtually a sure bet! 
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When Mi Tian saw how Big Yellow looked, he smiled and said, “You’re thinking too much! Chaos 

bloodline has different levels too. What Ye Yuan awakened is merely the lowest level battle spirit level 

chaos bloodline. Of course, even if it’s the lowest rank battle spirit level chaos bloodline, there’s virtually 

no bottleneck in him cultivating to True Sovereign Heaven anymore. Furthermore, if he uses the dragon 

race martial techniques now, the power will be more than ten times stronger than before! Under his full 

power eruption, it won’t be much weaker than his power of rules.” 

Big Yellow opened his mouth wide and could not help being speechless. 

True Sovereign Heaven! 

Even if he broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, he really did not dare to think about this realm 

before. 

That was too distant. 

What all of the Saint Sovereign Heavens on this Rainclear Continent were thinking was transcending 

Saint Sovereign Dao Tribulation a few more times. 

True Sovereign Heaven? 

That was not possible! 

Boom! 

That illusory giant dragon suddenly rushed down from above the ninth heaven and smashed right into 

Ye Yuan’s body. 

Ye Yuan’s cultivation realm broke through the bottleneck in one stroke, reaching upper Jade Sovereign 

Heaven. 

The bloodline power within his body was surging crazily. His aura was still rising crazily. 

Finally, it stopped at peak upper Jade Sovereign Heaven. 

However, Ye Yuan’s greatest harvest was still his physical strength. 

His physical body already reached the realm of half-step Saint Sovereign Heaven, sufficient to 

accommodate the origin divinity that exceeded his body’s limits. 

Ye Yuan felt that every pore on his body was currently teeming with power. 

“Big Yellow, come fight!” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan erupted and rushed toward Big Yellow. 

Big Yellow could not help laughing when he heard that and said, “Master Ye, you aren’t my match no … 

mn?” 

With regards to Ye Yuan’s action that overestimated his own ability, he was disdainful in his heart. 

But very soon, his expression changed. 



Ye Yuan threw a punch out. The void actually brought out strong undulations. A powerful to the extreme 

Great Dao undulation erupted from his fist. 

This was the unique aura belonging to Saint Sovereign Heavens! 

Nine Heavens Dragon Transformation Fist! 

But at this time, the power of the Nine Heavens Dragon Transformation Fist actually made even Big 

Yellow feel threatened! 

This punch could kill a Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

Big Yellow’s expression changed wildly, and a pair of bull horns suddenly thrust out. 

Surging Bull Fury! 

Boom! 

In a flash, the two had a frontal confrontation! 

Ye Yuan felt a tremendous force transmit over, and his body shot back involuntarily, withdrawing ten 

thousand feet away. 

“Hahaha,?again!” 

Amidst the loud laughter, Ye Yuan did not rest either, rushing in again. 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Two afterimages fought from the ground to the sky, the speed being inconceivably fast. 

Each of the two people’s punches met with flesh, fighting until the void trembled heavily. 

Big Yellow was immensely shocked in his heart. Was this the power of a chaos true spirit? 

One had to know, although he did not employ the Coquettish Profligate Hoof, after these three years of 

tempering, his combat power improved by more than a level! 

He was sure that he was absolutely an apex existence among lower Jade Sovereign Heavens. 

But now, he actually could not take Ye Yuan down! 

Furthermore, he discovered that Ye Yuan was using him for practice, familiarizing himself with the 

control of power. 

Ye Yuan’s fist force, each punch stronger than the last, was indicating that he was currently swiftly 

familiarizing himself with his own power. 

Boom! 

One punch and one hoof separated upon contact. 



The two people’s movements stopped abruptly. 

“Is this the power of a chaos true spirit? Each of your punches seemed to be sent out from chaos! 

Ordinary lower Saint Sovereign Heavens aren’t Master Ye’s match at all!” Big Yellow said with a sigh. 

This improvement was also too fast! 

Ye Yuan had not truly reached Saint Sovereign Heaven yet, but already possessed the combat power of 

Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

Such powerful strength took people’s breath away in wonder. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Indeed! With the augmentation of bloodline power, the power of the Nine 

Heavens Dragon Transformation Fist is at least dozens of times stronger than before! This kind of power 

already doesn’t lose to Great Dao Transformation’s power of rules. After I break through to Saint 

Sovereign Heaven, I might not be without the strength to have a battle with Li Changsheng!” 

Saint Sovereign Heaven, the span was huge. Jumping realms to battle also became extremely difficult. 

A Lower Saint Sovereign Heaven being able to jump realms and fight with a middle Saint Sovereign 

Heaven was already extremely hard to come across. 

Fighting with an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven was virtually something impossible. 

Otherwise, those Saint Sovereign Heavens would not have been so in despair. 

But Ye Yuan felt that when his three Daos reached the realm of Saint Sovereign Heaven at the same 

time, he might not be without the strength to have a fight! 

At that time, it would be the day of the decisive battle! 

“Alright, everything is prepared, it’s also time to go and meet this ‘old friend’ who has been hiding for so 

many years! I don’t believe that I can’t entrap him to death!” Ye Yuan gave a cold snort, his killing intent 

frosty. 

… … 

Entrance of the passageway, the moment Ye Yuan showed himself, a shadow blocked his way. 

When Ye Yuan saw the other party, his pupils could not help constricting. 

The arrival was wearing a long red gown, his face very ferocious. 

The most important thing was that this guy’s body was actually an origin divinity body! 

However, the other party was extremely strong, powerful until it was suffocating! 

Even if Ye Yuan’s origin divinity broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, he was very weak in front of 

the other party too. 

The shadow said with a strange laugh,?“Jeje,?you seem very surprised when you saw this exalt!” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Indeed, a little surprised. No wonder you’ve been hiding behind the scenes 

all along these few years. It turns out that you’ve long lost your physical body!” 



This shadow was naturally the Heavenspan Mountain’s original master, Jadetrue Heavenly Sect’s 

ancestor, Yan Jadetrue! 

Yan Jadetrue said, “Back then, we seven great Saint Sovereign Heavens discovered the Sacred Sieve 

Mystic Realm. Apart from Zhuo Bufan, we all died under the Labyrinth Divine Palace’s restrictions! This 

exalt couldn’t escape this calamity too! However, this exalt relied on the Heavenspan Mountain and left 

behind a wisp of remnant soul in the end! However, being able to recover to my present realm, I really 

have to thank this world’s fools! Of course, including you too!” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned cold, and he said, “It turns out that the one truly controlling the Doomsday Battle 

was you!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2755: This Exalt Knows You Too Well! 

“Of course it’s me! Do you think that a puny little Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratum can control all 

these? He’s merely a self-righteous chess piece, that’s all! After this exalt escaped, I didn’t dare to return 

to Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven and can only hide in this small world! After Zhuo Bufan left, this 

exalt started to set up all these!” 

“Although Lower Realms ants are useless, their divine soul essence is still pretty good! Hence, this exalt 

killed three of this small world’s Heavenly Stratum powerhouses and devoured their origin divinities. 

Then I used the last of my origin divinity power to completely refine this world, sealed the two great 

passageways with the Heavenspan Mountain, and absorbed the power of a world to restore the 

Heavenspan Mountain! Then I urged time rule to the extreme and changed the time flow rate of the 

Heavenspan World. Done with all these, this exalt fell completely into a deep sleep.” 

“Under the time acceleration, generations after generations of powerhouses provided countless divine 

soul essence for this exalt! This exalt’s origin divinity also recovered little by little. All the way until the 

last Divine essence, this exalt finally woke up. Ever since then, this exalt could take the initiative to 

absorb divine soul essence.” 

“After this exalt woke up, the Heavenspan Mountain hasn’t been restored to its peak state yet, and this 

exalt’s state was extremely unstable too and couldn’t return to Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven. 

However, after waking up, this exalt discovered something that’s a little interesting. Time was actually in 

disorder! In this world, there was actually someone who could make time disorderly. This means that 

someone has understood time law and already touched rule! Hence, this exalt discovered you!” 

“Huhu,?discovering you was really an unexpected pleasant surprise. You actually used the Heart of 

Heavenspan to comprehend a Heavenly Stratum cultivation method that belongs to you; truly 

remarkable! Furthermore, as your cultivation method was gradually completed, the Heavenspan 

Mountain was also continuously recovering, and this exalt’s origin divinity was also constantly growing 

stronger! When you broke through the plane passageway and ascended to the 33 Heavens, not only did 

this exalt’s origin divinity recover to its peak state, but it also even went a step further, reaching grand 

completion Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

Yan Jadetrue did not avoid anything, talking tirelessly about the matter of singlehandedly controlling the 

Heavenspan World. 
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As if he had done something insignificant. 

But Ye Yuan was burning with rage as he listened! 

The Heavenspan World’s trillions of lives were merely trifles that could be trampled at will in Yan 

Jadetrue’s eyes! 

And his road to maturity was actually paving the way for Yan Jadetrue’s recovery! 

He did not know because at that time he was really too weak. 

In the eyes of a powerhouse like Yan Jadetrue, he was an ant; he was a chess piece that could be toyed 

with at will. 

Sucking in a deep breath, Ye Yuan’s eyes were slightly dark as he said, “So after I ascended, you felt that 

I could still be made use of, so you linked up the two world’s passageway and had me bring people in to 

get the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation?” 

Yan Jadetrue smiled and said, “Not bad! In my eyes, you’ve always been an inessential chess piece. But I 

didn’t expect that you could actually take the last step and shatter this world’s shackles! So, I felt that 

maybe I could continue making use of you a little! Because your potential is really great!” 

Ye Yuan corroborated his Dao as Heavenly Stratum and shattered the firmament with a sword. 

It might be nothing to the rest of the 33 Heavens. 

But Yan Jadetrue knew how difficult it was to be able to take this last step! 

It was not that Ye Yuan would be able to take this step after creating a Heavenly Stratum cultivation 

method himself. 

This small world was already a dilapidated world. The power of rules was all chaotic and completely 

disjointed from the 33 Heavens’ Heavenly Dao! 

To everyone in the Heavenspan World, Yan Jadetrue’s actions were tantamount to severing everyone’s 

path to Heavenly Stratum. 

But Ye Yuan still did it! 

This could not be called amazing anymore! 

Ordinary small worlds’ ascenders, no matter how amazing they were, they would also have to be 

grandsons when they reach the 33 Heavens! 

Of course, there were exceptions like Zhuo Bufan. 

But Yan Jadetrue knew that even if Ye Yuan reached the 33 Heavens, he would belong to the group of 

those unrivaled talented powerhouses. 

The things that Zhuo Bufan could not do, he might not be unable to do them! 

Back then, Zhuo Bufan entered the Labyrinth Divine Palace together with them. He actually did not get 

any benefits. But he did not die and escaped with serious injuries. 



But Yan Jadetrue felt that perhaps Ye Yuan could do it. That was why there was this scene today. 

“So, you brought the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation? If you don’t have it, then there’s no meaning for 

the people related to you to exist anymore,” Yan Jadetrue said with a smile that was not a smile. 

Ye Yuan had a dark look and directly threw the small bottle containing the Voidsnap Immortal 

Condensation to the other party. 

“I’ve brought you the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation. Can you let the people go now?” Ye Yuan said in 

a solemn voice. 

Yan Jadetrue caught the small bottle, a hint of wild ecstasy flashing across in his eyes. 

It was really the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation! 

Back then, he almost lost his life under rank six restrictions for the sake of this Voidsnap Immortal 

Condensation! 

Now, he finally obtained it! 

This brat actually really accomplished it! 

“Jeje,?this exalt indeed didn’t misjudge! Something that even Zhuo Bufan couldn’t do, you accomplished 

it! Actually, when I saw that those guys didn’t die, I knew that you most likely succeeded!” 

Yan Jadetrue naturally knew about the rest leaving the Heavenspan World. 

Those Jade Sovereign Heavens going in, they could only be cannon fodders. 

But what surprised him was that there were actually many Jade Sovereign Heavens who did not die! 

Yan Jadetrue opened the small bottle but threw it to Ye Yuan and said coolly, “You absorb some first!” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed, and he said in a solemn voice, “Aren’t you a little too cautious? What the hell 

can I, a measly little Jade Sovereign Heaven, do?” 

Yan Jadetrue chuckled and said, “Don’t you forget, this exalt watched you grow up! This exalt 

understands you too well! There were many powerhouses that succumbed in your hands! Enough crap, 

hurry up and absorb!” 

Ye Yuan’s heart sank slightly. This guy was indeed extremely careful. 

Fortunately, he was long prepared. 

Ye Yuan’s expression flickered indeterminately. After hesitating for a moment, he still probed his origin 

divinity power into the small bottle. 

However, his current origin divinity undulation was merely at the level of Jade Sovereign Heaven. 

It was very hard for others to do it, but Ye Yuan cultivated Divine Emergence, converging his aura was 

easily accomplished. 



When Yan Jadetrue saw the situation, he could not help clicking his tongue and praising, “Chaos origin 

divinity! In this dilapidated small chiliocosm, you could actually attain a chaos origin divinity, truly not 

easy!” 

In the wake of Ye Yuan absorbing the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation, a power that gladdened the 

heart and refreshed the mind poured into his origin divinity. 

He felt as if his origin divinity was like a long drought getting a good rainfall and started growing stronger 

under the nourishment of the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation. 

However, Ye Yuan also detected that there was some discordant thing mixed in it. 

This thing was extremely hidden. If not for him cultivating Divine Emergence to the second level, there 

would be no way of detecting at all. 

It was naturally impossible for the Frivolous Life Like a Dream’s toxicity to manifest immediately. 

By the time Yan Jadetrue discovered it, everything would already be too late. 

Ye Yuan was not in a hurry to purge the Frivolous Life Like a Dream either. This poison was extremely 

formidable. It was not so easy to deal with. 

Taking action now would only heighten the other party’s vigilance. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s origin divinity strengthening continuously, Yan Jadetrue’s eyes became even more 

wildly ecstatic. 

True Sovereign Heaven! 

He finally had hope of reaching this realm! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2756: Then You Have to Hurry Up and Break Through! 

Yan Jadetrue’s soul force was extremely powerful and extremely keen. 

He had been paying attention to Ye Yuan’s every action and movement of absorbing the Voidsnap 

Immortal Condensation. 

There was not the slightest anomaly! 

“Enough!” 

Yan Jadetrue was overjoyed and snatched the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation over. 

This thing was too precious. Using it to probe was okay, but too much would be a waste. 

This thing was the key that concerned whether or not he could break through to True Sovereign Heaven! 

If it was used up by Ye Yuan, how would he still break through to True Sovereign Heaven? 

Ye Yuan looked at Yan Jadetrue and said with a frown, “Now, you can let Li-er they all go, right?” 
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But Yan Jadetrue said with a smile that was not a smile, “Ye Yuan, you’re too dangerous! This exalt 

doesn’t want to be like your opponents, becoming the stepping stone on your road to maturity in the 

end! If I let them go, what will this exalt use to constrain you? Of course, if you have the ability, you can 

shuttle back and forth across countless planes and find your loved ones and friends.” 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed slightly, and he said in a cold voice, “What the hell do you want?” 

He knew that Yan Jadetrue was very troublesome. It was naturally impossible to let matters go so easily. 

Letting people go at this time was simply impossible. 

However, Ye Yuan was not in a hurry either. As long as Yan Jadetrue used the Voidsnap Immortal 

Condensation to cultivate, he would succumb eventually. 

He did not appear overly enraged either because he knew that Yan Jadetrue knew him very well. 

Behaving like he was burning with fury at this time would reveal a flaw instead and arouse the other 

party’s suspicions. 

In reality, starting from when Ye Yuan showed himself, the two people had already been fighting a battle 

of wits and a contest of strength. 

Ye Yuan understood that his every action and movement was being observed by the other party. 

Even if he revealed a little flaw, the other party would have suspicions aroused. 

It was Ye Yuan’s first time seeing Yan Jadetrue’s true body. It could be said that he did not understand 

the other party at all. 

But he could toy with a world in the palm of his hand and could escape from the Labyrinth Divine Palace, 

that kind of forbidden land, with his life. It was absolutely not what the average person could 

accomplish. 

Battling with this guy, Ye Yuan perked his spirits up 120%! 

Therefore, Ye Yuan was extremely careful about every expression and sentence. 

Yan Jadetrue seemed very satisfied with Ye Yuan’s reaction and said with a faint smile, “Nothing. This 

exalt is planning on killing you after breaking through to True Sovereign Heaven! After killing you, I’ll kill 

everyone related to you! Honestly speaking, this exalt really doesn’t have absolute confidence in making 

a move against you right now. But, letting you grow unchecked, this exalt will feel even more worried.” 

This appraisal could be rated as high. 

He, a grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven, even though he was just of an origin divinity body, he 

did not have confidence in killing an upper Jade Sovereign Heaven. 

Of course, this also showed that he knew Ye Yuan very well. 

Because if he made a move, he really might not be able to keep Ye Yuan behind. 

Moreover, there was even a powerful Big Yellow by his side. 



Yan Jadetrue was of an origin divinity body. His combat power would definitely be greatly reduced. 

He was not of the soul race, incomparably proficient in all kinds of origin divinity secret arts. 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes narrowed slightly, and he said in a cold voice, “In other words, you won’t rest until 

one of us is dead?” 

Yan Jadetrue smiled and said, “Ye Yuan, why don’t … we play a game?” 

“How to play?” Ye Yuan currently had no other way and could only play with the other party. 

“I’ll return to the 33 Heavens right now and enter closed-seclusion to break through to True Sovereign 

Heaven! I left behind an origin divinity imprint in their bodies and can kill them with just a thought. You 

can traverse all the heavens’ planes now and go look for your loved ones and friends, and can also enter 

closed-seclusion to break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven!” 

“If you break through to Saint Sovereign Heaven or find them before I break through to True Sovereign 

Heaven, I’ll flee far away from home and avoid you after breaking through to True Sovereign Heaven! 

But, if this exalt breaks through to True Sovereign Heaven first, then … sorry about it! I’ll kill all of them 

right away and then come kill you! How is it? Isn’t this game very interesting?” 

Yan Jadetrue looked at Ye Yuan as if certain that he would play with him. 

Yes, he knew Ye Yuan very well! 

Precisely because he understood him that this so-called game of his was actually revealing his 

apprehension toward Ye Yuan. 

Only by breaking through to True Sovereign Heaven did he have sufficient confidence to kill Ye Yuan! 

In fact, even if Ye Yuan broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, he would also choose to leave right 

away. 

Even if he really broke through to True Sovereign Heaven at that time! 

He would rather face the uncertain at sea than face Ye Yuan. 

He made use of Ye Yuan, but he also dreaded Ye Yuan. 

Precisely because he knew Ye Yuan too well, that was why he dreaded Ye Yuan! 

The present Ye Yuan was no longer that little bug that he could pinch to death at will. 

This guy was only a major cultivation realm lower than him. 

In reality, he himself also understood that making Ye Yuan go get the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation 

was playing with fire in itself. 

A single mishap and it was setting fire to himself. 

But the temptation of True Sovereign Heaven was too great! 

Not getting the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation, not breaking through to True Sovereign Heaven, he 

would always be a walking corpse. 



He who only had an origin divinity body was a dog who lost its home! 

Therefore, he chose to gamble. 

But kidnapping Ye Yuan’s kin would mean fighting it out with Ye Yuan to death. 

He could not kill these people. If he killed these people, he did not dare to imagine what kind of degree 

the rampaging Ye Yuan would reach. 

In fact, even if he broke through to True Sovereign Heaven, he was also not willing to have a frontal 

clash with the Ye Yuan who broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

So, he was gambling too! 

If Ye Yuan broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven, he would not make a move against Ye Yuan’s kin. 

He would also have sufficient time to escape the Rainclear Continent. 

That was as long as he reached True Sovereign Heaven. 

Of course, if he broke through first, he would have sufficient confidence to finish Ye Yuan off. 

At that time, he would have nothing to fear. 

Both parties were sensible people. Ye Yuan instantly understood the other party’s plans and said in a 

solemn voice, “Okay, I’ll play this game with you!” 

Yan Jadetrue smiled. 

Sure enough, Ye Yuan did not act contrary to his expectations. 

Everything was under control! 

Ye Yuan passed Big Yellow a storage bracelet, and he said, “Big Yellow, you bring the things in here and 

return to the Myriad Demons Mountain first! Distribute the heavenly pills in it to the half-step Saint 

Sovereign Heavens of Myriad Demons Mountain and the Land of Heavenly South!” 

Big Yellow hesitated briefly before taking it. 

“Take care, Master Ye!” Finished saying, Big Yellow leaped and left the Heavenspan World. 

Ye Yuan looked at Yan Jadetrue and said coolly, “If you want to play this game with me, you’ll have to 

hurry up and break through!” 

Yan Jadetrue was just about to retort when he heard that but saw Ye Yuan suddenly turned into a true 

dragon. He took a stride, stepping out, escaping directly into the void and tearing through the boundary. 

Seeing this scene, Yan Jadetrue’s expression changed wildly. 

Feeling the remnant aura, Yan Jadetrue’s expression was solemn as he said, “There’s no mistake. This is 

the aura of a chaos true spirit! This kid actually advanced to a chaos true spirit with a mortal body! I 

even thought that he’d choose to break through first. I didn’t expect that … he actually chose to find 

people first! What this kid said was right. I should hurry up and break through!” 



Suddenly, his expression changed, and he could not help laughing as he said, “What am I scared of? Even 

if he can traverse the void, it will delay cultivation time too! Even if he can really find his loved ones, 

after this exalt breaks through to True Sovereign Heaven, could it be that he can still run?” 

That might be the case, but Yan Jadetrue’s origin divinity instantly turned into an afterimage and 

vanished from the Heavenspan World! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2757: : Race Against Time! 

Amidst the boundless spatial turbulent flow, an azure light was shuttling indeterminately, the speed 

swift to the extreme. 

The body of a true dragon was sufficient to pass through the chaos boundary wall. Traversing amidst this 

boundless spatial turbulent flow was naturally nothing. 

Yan Jadetrue thought that Ye Yuan would choose to cultivate. That was because he felt that Ye Yuan did 

not have the ability to tear through the boundary. 

Even if his strength reached Jade Sovereign Heaven, wanting to travel across these countless planes 

would require paying a huge price too, which was a thankless job. 

But he clearly did not expect that Ye Yuan actually had the ability to traverse the void. 

When he just broke through to Heavenly Stratum, Ye Yuan naturally did not have this ability. 

But now, it was as easy as flipping over a hand to him. 

The Lower Realms’ boundary wall was not compared to the 33 Heavens’ chaos. 

Pffft! 

In merely half a day’s time, Ye Yuan’s true dragon body passed through a boundary wall and arrived at a 

small chiliocosm. 

Without the slightest hesitation, his divine sense covered the entire world brazenly without any scruple. 

At this moment, the entire world was trembling heavily. 

This divine sense was too powerful. 

Very soon, several figures appeared before Ye Yuan. 

An upper Lesser Sublime Heaven plucked up his courage and asked Ye Yuan with a slight tremor, “W-

What’s Your Excellency looking for? I wonder if there’s anything we can help with?” 

While talking, Ye Yuan’s divine sense already swept several times wantonly. 

Even those subsidiary small worlds were also thoroughly searched by Ye Yuan. 

But he did not discover any familiar people. 

Rumble?… 
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Above the void, a terrifying heavenly tribulation was currently descending. 

Ye Yuan’s two eyes glared, and the heavenly tribulation instantly dissipated! 

The small chiliocosm’s martial artists were all dumbstruck with amazement. 

Too strong! 

One look actually forced heavenly tribulation back! 

“Don’t have …” Ye Yuan muttered and turned into a true dragon again, tearing through the boundary. 

When the few Heavenly Stratum powerhouses saw Ye Yuan leave, they all let out a long sigh in relief. 

But very soon, that upper Lower Realms Heavenly Stratum’s face had a trace of melancholy, and he said, 

“This is a true powerhouse! I feel like he could crush us with a single thought! We, these people, assume 

hegemony in the Lower Realms and really became frogs at the bottom of a well! I’ve decided to ascend 

to the Heavenly Realm after half a year!” 

The expressions of the other Heavenly Stratum powerhouses changed abruptly when they heard that. 

But very soon, they felt at ease too. 

The Heavenspan World was merely a dilapidated small chiliocosm. It had already been refined by Yan 

Jadetrue and fused as one with the Heavenspan Mountain. 

Hence, there was no such thing as ascension too. 

In reality, for ordinary small chiliocosms, after reaching Heavenly Stratum, one would be able to ascend. 

However, they would have to suffer a terrifying heavenly tribulation! 

Therefore, many powerhouses would rather cover up their auras and not ascend to the 33 Heavens. 

But Ye Yuan’s appearance made them realize that this kind of days was merely deceiving themselves as 

well as others. 

Ye Yuan naturally would not care about what these people thought. He only came to find his people. 

In a day, Ye Yuan flew to hundreds of small chiliocosms and great trichiliocosms. 

But the result was disappointing! 

He did not even find a single acquaintance! 

“Kid, in the 33 Heavens, each heaven rules hundreds of millions of planes. You’re like a headless fly. 

Until when will you have to search for them?” Mi Tian said. 

“Yan Jadetrue is a heaven’s chosen of his generation too! For him to be able to reach this step, what he 

relied on isn’t just the Heavenspan Mountain! I can feel that his origin divinity body has already been 

perfected and is likely only half a step away from True Sovereign Heaven. With his talent, the 

breakthrough will likely be in these few years! Once he breaks through to True Sovereign Heaven, even 

though Frivolous Life Like a Dream is formidable, it might not be able to kill him. Furthermore, don’t you 



forget, he … is a powerhouse who has truly grasped time rule! I don’t want to leave my fate in the hands 

of someone else!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Only when they saw Yan Jadetrue did Ye Yuan and Mi Tian know that they had underestimated him. 

Originally, they thought that Yan Jadetrue was at most just an upper Saint Sovereign Heaven. 

Who knew that he lost his physical body, but his origin divinity body improved further and was only half 

a step away from True Sovereign Heaven! 

Furthermore, in these hundreds of millions of years, he specialized in cultivating the origin divinity and 

already condensed the origin divinity incomparably. 

Maybe he did not have powerful combat strength, but his strength could not be underestimated. 

Frivolous Life Like a Dream was naturally useful, but how useful it was, it was really hard to say. 

Furthermore, once Yan Jadetrue broke through to True Sovereign Heaven very quickly, the effect of 

Frivolous Life Like a Dream would be greatly discounted. 

Ye Yuan also did not want to pin his hopes on his opponent’s mistakes. 

Therefore, he had to race against time with Yan Jadetrue! 

“But there are myriads of planes. How will you find them?” Mi Tian said. 

“Yan Jadetrue doesn’t have the body of a true dragon. Although origin divinity body can also travel 

through the void, it’s much worse compared to the body of a true dragon! With his ability, how far can 

he hide those people? If I search outward in a spiral manner with the Heavenspan World as the center, I 

can always find them!” Ye Yuan said. 

Mi Tian was taken aback when he heard and could not help laughing as he said, “Fine lad, I 

underestimated you! You’re racing against time now!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly, but his movements did not stop in the least bit. 

Several days later, Ye Yuan arrived at a small chiliocosm again. 

Sweeping his divine sense, Ye Yuan’s brows raised up, and his mind shook! 

He actually found an acquaintance here! 

Sacred Ancestor High Priest, Wing! 

At this time, Wing was currently being besieged by several top powerhouses. 

However, Ye Yuan’s reckless scanning already brought the battle to an abrupt end. 

Too horrifying! 

Ye Yuan frowned, and those people around Wing immediately turned into clouds of blood mist. 

He took a step out and arrived in front of Wing. 

“Ye Yuan!” 



When Wing saw Ye Yuan, tears could not help running down his face. 

His aura was completely different from this small chiliocosm’s powerhouses. 

He spent each day in the midst of pursuit. 

He really had to thank heaven and earth for being able to live until now. 

He still wanted to say more, but Ye Yuan made a gesture. A powerful origin divinity power instantly 

invaded Wing’s sea of consciousness. 

Wing’s entire body trembled violently. Facing Ye Yuan’s crude method, he had no ability to resist at all 

and could only be at his whims. 

Ye Yuan revolved the Divine Emergence’s secret art and wiped away Yan Jadetrue’s mark overbearingly. 

Only then did he withdraw his origin divinity power. 

Wing was struck dumb with amazement. Just how strong was the current Ye Yuan? 

Even if it was that legendary Heavenly Stratum, it was impossible to achieve this too, right? 

He was simply like a puppet in front of him, unable to control himself at all. 

At this time, life and death were not up to him either! 

That sort of feeling was like when he was abducted to this world back then. 

That feeling of having no command over himself really drove people crazy. 

Wing still wanted to say something, but Ye Yuan said coolly, “Talk on the way. I’m in a hurry!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan’s divine essence stirred, and he put Wing into his chaos world. 

Ye Yuan did not remain in the slightest and traverse the void again. 

He did not waste time. Wasting a second here might kill someone closest to him. 

And at the same time, Yan Jadetrue suddenly snapped open both eyes, his pupils constricting slightly as 

he muttered to himself, “It’s just been three days. He already found the first person? When I sent the 

first person out, it took half a month’s time! This kid is so fast! It looks like I can’t delay anymore!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2758: Windfall! 

Withered Glory Great World, one of the three great forbidden lands, the Ancient Devil Forbidden Land. 

A white tiger was dyed in blood all over, currently standing facing a Heavenly Stratum ancient devil, 

panting heavily. 

The ancient devil looked at the white tiger and said coolly, “I didn’t expect that you, this little tiger, 

would actually be able to erupt with the attack of a Heavenly Stratum! But unfortunately, you’re still too 

weak!” 

This white tiger was none other than precisely Ye Yuan’s good brother, White Light. 
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White Light looked at the ancient devil stubbornly and said, “Is that so? Then … What about now?” 

Boom! 

Suddenly, a shocking power erupted from White Light’s body. 

Bloodline power gushed out, shaking the entire forbidden land until it trembled endlessly. 

The ancient devil’s pupils constricted, and he cried out in surprise, “This kid’s … bloodline actually 

evolved again! Counting this time, he has already evolved three times in a row in this battle! How 

troublesome … It looks like I have to send you on your way!” 

White Light’s overwhelming aura surged straight towards the sky. 

Clearly, White Light’s rise made the ancient devil very fearful too. 

However, the ancient devil clearly would not give him this chance. 

It was only to see him raise his palm; an enormous devil image condensed and formed behind him. 

The devil image did not hesitate in the slightest, directly slamming a punch over. 

This devil image’s punch carried a terrifying power of rule, powerful until it was suffocating. 

White Light gritted his teeth, and he said hatefully, “A little more! I’m still missing one last bit! If I can 

get through this, then I’ll be able to corroborate my Dao as Heavenly Stratum! I must catch up to Big 

Brother’s footsteps!” 

“Roar!” 

At the critical moment, White Light’s body burst forth with a dazzling light. 

At this moment, he squeezed out all of his potential and suddenly threw a punch out. 

Bang! 

White Light’s figure flew out backward, fresh blood spraying out of his mouth wildly everywhere like a 

kite with a broken string. 

But at the same time, that devil image was actually directly scattered by this one punch! 

The ancient devil’s expression changed wildly. Without the slightest hesitation, he turned into an 

afterimage and rushed toward White Light. 

The current White Light was only a hair’s breadth away from Heavenly Stratum! 

That punch earlier even struck with a power exceeding Heavenly Stratum. 

If he did not kill White Light, the consequences were too ghastly to contemplate! 

That punch just now, White Light already used all of his strength. 

Seeing the ancient devil rush over, a hint of sorrow flashed across in White Light’s eyes. 

Sure enough, was he still going to die here? 



But right at this time, amidst his blurry vision, a white figure suddenly blocked in front of him. 

He only heard the ancient devil scream miserably and directly turned into nothingness. 

Following that, an extremely condensed divine essence entered his body. 

White Light’s injuries were recovering at a speed visible to the naked eye. 

“Calm the spirit and focus your mind; comprehend Heavenly Dao! Heavenly Dao is heartless, but people 

are sentient! I go against Heaven with my blood and trample Kunlun to be equal to Heaven!” 

White Light’s entire body trembled, and he was wildly ecstatic. 

But, hearing this sonorous and powerful voice, his heart turned somber, and he immediately calmed his 

spirit and focused his mind, assaulting Heavenly Stratum! 

With this guidance, it made him have a feeling of dispelling the clouds! 

Boom! 

After cultivating bitterly for tens of thousands of years, White Light finally broke through Heavenly 

Stratum’s fetters and achieved Heavenly Stratum! 

Under Ye Yuan’s help, White Light consolidated his realm very quickly. 

“Big Brother!” White Light hugged Ye Yuan and was overjoyed. 

“Huhu,?good brother, to actually rely on your own power and breakthrough to Heavenly Stratum! 

Incredible!” Ye Yuan was also relieved as he said those words. 

After five years, Ye Yuan traversed hundreds of millions of planes and finally found White Light in 

Withered Glory Great World. 

During these five years, Ye Yuan did not stop for a moment and finally found Lu-er, Profound Secrets, 

and the rest, one by one. 

At this very moment, apart from Yue Mengli who was not found yet, Ye Yuan already found the rest. 

However, Ye Yuan also knew that Yan Jadetrue was likely about to break through! 

He did not have much time anymore! 

“Heh, how can I embarrass Big Brother? When I woke up, I discovered that the world had changed. At 

that time, I was at a loss for a while. However, I could clearly feel Heavenly Dao rules in Withered Glory 

Great World. The bloodline power in my body actually erupted again. I was thinking that since I came, I 

might as well stay and make the best of it. I’ll break through to Heavenly Stratum here and ascend to the 

Heavenly Realm and go find Big Brother! It’s just that I didn’t expect that Big Brother you actually 

came!” White Light said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “This matter is hard to sum up in a short time. Let’s talk again later! 

Right now, the crisis isn’t resolved yet!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan purged the mark in White Light’s body and was about to leave. 



But right at this time, he suddenly sensed something, and his footsteps could not help pausing. 

“Mn??This is …” 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved, bringing Ye Yuan to the deepest part of the Ancient Devil Forbidden Land. 

The dangers here did not count as dangerous to him at all. 

An enormous array formation was set up in this Ancient Devil Forbidden Land. 

This deepest part was where the center of the array formation lay. 

Ahead, in the heart of the array formation, a five-colored stone was suspended in the center of the array 

formation, emitting waves of powerful force. 

“There’s no mistake, Myriad Realms Mountain! There was a five-colored heavenly stone among the 

seven chaos treasures that the Lord of Chaos refined back then! However, this five-colored heavenly 

stone in front is even more pitiful than that one in your hands! At this time, it’s probably only at the 

level of a Mortal Stratum treasure!” Mi Tian suddenly said. 

Earlier, Ye Yuan was just about to leave when he discovered that the Heavenspan Mountain in his body 

actually vibrated inexplicably. 

Ye Yuan felt in his heart as if he had encountered a friend. 

Coming here to take a look, it was indeed the case! 

“No matter what, I found the second Myriad Realms Mountain!” 

As he said, Ye Yuan directly reached his hand out and grabbed the five-colored heavenly stone. 

This array formation was fragile like paper paste in front of him. 

When White Light saw this scene, he could not help feeling shocked. 

In his view, Heavenly Stratum was already extremely strong. 

But looking at it now, Heavenly Stratum was simply an ant-like existence in front of Big Brother! 

He narrowly escaped death in order to enter the Ancient Devil Forbidden Land. 

Moreover, this place was the Ancient Devil Forbidden Land’s hinterland, the most dangerous place. 

But, Ye Yuan actually seemed to have entered his own backyard. 

“Big Brother, this stone …” White Light said with uncertainty. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You can understand it as that this is another Heavenspan Mountain!” 

When White Light heard that, his pupils could not help constricting. 

He knew how powerful the Heavenspan Mountain was! 

He did not expect that this stone was actually comparable to the Heavenspan Mountain! 



“Kid, smelt the five-colored heavenly stone into one with the Heavenspan Mountain, and it will be able 

to promote the Myriad Realms Mountain to a grade two grandmist treasure! With its help, it will be a 

cinch for you to jump realms and battle!” Mi Tian said. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up, but he immediately smiled bitterly and said, “Senior, where will I go to find 

grandmist energy now?” 

“Idiot! Didn’t you bring many grandmist treasures out of the Labyrinth Divine Palace? With grandmist 

treasures, there’s naturally grandmist energy! You extract those grandmist energy, and then fuse it into 

the five-colored heavenly stone. It will be enough to let it recover to the extent of a grade one grandmist 

treasure. About the remaining grandmist energy, you should use it to smelt the two Myriad Realms 

Mountains!” Mi Tian said. 

When Ye Yuan heard that, he smacked his head and said, “It turns out that it can still be done like this!” 

Ye Yuan obtained a total of 34 grandmist treasures from the Labyrinth Divine Palace. 

After giving those Saint Exalts as well as Big Yellow, he spent a total of 13. There were still 21 left in his 

possession. 

With so many grandmist treasures, it was sufficient to be used to fuse the five-colored heavenly stone! 
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Amidst the spatial turbulent flows, Ye Yuan held the Heavenspan Mountain in his left hand, and his right 

hand held the five-colored heavenly stone. 

A pale yellow ball of light wrapped the two small mountains up respectively. 

Ye Yuan shut both eyes, carefully feeling the undulations of the two treasures. 

With the Wordless Heavenly Skill as a guide, after he guided the two small mountains to the same 

frequency, they would be able to fuse. 

Suddenly, his two hands gradually drew close. The two small mountains actually started merging! 

Rumble … 

A powerful undulation caused the void to tremble violently. 

The two small mountains fused into one. A terrifying power spread out, making the few planes in the 

distance all start to tremble violently. 

This was also why Ye Yuan fused them in the spatial turbulent flow. If it was in Withered Glory Great 

World, the undulation could completely destroy this great trichiliocosm immediately. 

Grade two grandmist treasure corresponded to the power of a True Sovereign Heaven. 

And once the Myriad Realms Mountain was refined, it was a top existence among grade two grandmist 

treasures. 



Its power was naturally extraordinary. 

“Done!” 

Looking at the two small mountains fusing into one, Ye Yuan said excitedly. 

He could feel that powerful strength coming from the Myriad Realms Mountain! 

Ye Yuan was certain that as long as he urged the Myriad Realms Mountain now, he could directly crush 

lower Jade Sovereign Heavens to death! 

This Myriad Realms Mountain was even stronger than the Emerald Sea Divine Conch! 

Concerning the current Myriad Realms Mountain, the top of the mountain was composed of five kinds 

of colors, while the base was completely black. 

Ye Yuan got up, his gaze looking at the end of the void, and said with a frown, “Where the hell did he 

hide Li-er? It’s been two years. Those that should have been found, I found them all. There’s only Li-er 

left! Frivolous Life Like a Dream should have already flared up. However … it probably can’t stop him 

from breaking through, right?” 

Another two years had passed since finding White Light. 

In these two years, Ye Yuan had found god knows how many planes by searching based on clues. 
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However, he could not find Li-er’s traces from start to end. 

Looking at the time slowly trickling by, Ye Yuan’s heart was burning with anxiety. 

It was already too late to break through now. He could only refine the Myriad Realms Mountain first to 

have the strength to protect himself. 

“Could it be that … I’ve missed some places?” Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed even harder. 

During these seven years, Ye Yuan seemed to have no end, searching for his kin and friends frantically. 

But, after two years of nothing, it forced him to stop and think carefully. 

Suddenly, a thought flashed across in Ye Yuan’s mind, making his entire body tremble. 

“Heavenspan … World!” 

Without the slightest hesitation, Ye Yuan’s body instantly disappeared from where he was, urging his 

speed to the extreme, heading for the Heavenspan World. 

Reaching Ye Yuan’s present realm, his divine sense could instantly cover a world. 

This world was not just small chiliocosms. There were also the various subsidiary small worlds of small 

chiliocosms. 

As long as Ye Yuan was willing, he could infiltrate his divine sense into all of the subsidiary small worlds. 



For the past seven years, he had indeed done so. 

But there was only one place that he did not search; that was the Heavenspan World! 

Ye Yuan followed the main force into the Heavenspan World and started searching right away, but he 

did not search the small worlds that were subsidiary to the Heavenspan World. 

Yan Jadetrue’s appearance interrupted his search. 

Later on, Ye Yuan immediately ran into Yan Jadetrue after he came out of Heaven Fragmented 

Continent. 

When the two people’s wager began, Ye Yuan instinctively went straight to traverse the planes, but he 

forgot that it was dark under the lamp. 

Thinking about it now, the timing that Yan Jadetrue appeared back then was just right. It was simply to 

interrupt his search. 

Ye Yuan searched myriad worlds, but he only missed his own hometown! 

This guy was so deeply scheming! 

“Damn it! Li-er must be in the Immortal Grove World. Why didn’t I think of it earlier! I wonder whether I 

can make it in time or not!” 

The current Ye Yuan was erupting across the board, urging his speed to the extreme. 

He was too far away from the Heavenspan World. With his current speed, it would also take half a year 

to rush back at full speed! 

… … 

And at the same time, in a secret place in Inklight Forest, Yan Jadetrue’s breakthrough also reached the 

most critical time! 

However, Frivolous Life Like a Dream’s sudden eruption made Yan Jadetrue simmer with hatred. 

After he finished absorbing the Voidsnap Immortal Condensation, he entered a state of emptiness 

without any surprises. He grasped the opportunity to break through to True Sovereign Heaven. 

But right at this time, Frivolous Life Akin to a Dream suddenly erupted, going into ecstasy! 

Such a toxic poison erupting at the juncture of breakthrough, the degree of danger could be imagined. 

He almost perished, his Dao dissipating! 

“Damn it! I still fell for that brat’s trick in the end! However, do you think that you can ruin this exalt like 

this? Too naive! At most another three months, after this exalt breaks through to True Sovereign 

Heaven, I’ll kill your beloved! At that time, this exalt wants to see how you’re overwhelmed to the 

extent where you wished that you were dead! 



Yan Jadetrue was currently anguished to the extreme. The breakthrough of True Sovereign Heaven was 

extremely dangerous. Coupled with the Frivolous Life Like a Dream poison, Yan Jadetrue did not dare to 

be distracted by other things right now. 

Otherwise, he would have long urged his origin divinity and killed Yue Mengli. 

At this very moment, he could only endure the bone-festering pain of the origin divinity and forcefully 

break through to True Sovereign Heaven! 

Yan Jadetrue was someone of incredible willpower too. If someone else was poisoned and it erupted at 

the critical moment of breakthrough, they would have long kicked the bucket. 

But he forcefully pulled through. 

At this time, Yan Jadetrue already reached the final juncture of breakthrough and was only one step 

away. 

At this time, there mustn’t be any mishaps. 

… … 

In the spatial turbulent flow, Ye Yuan stuffed heavenly pills into his mouth like it was free. 

His heart was burning with anxiety, only thinking of returning to the Heavenspan World as quickly as 

possible. 

But his speed was already urged to the extreme and could not go any faster! 

“No way. It’s still too slow!” 

Ye Yuan did not know when Yan Jadetrue would break through, but the later he went, the higher the 

chances Li-er would be in danger. 

Therefore, he had to be faster! 

Boom! 

In the next moment, the divine essence within Ye Yuan’s body started burning crazily. 

His speed also accelerated by a lot in an instant! 

“Not enough! Still not enough!” 

Boom! 

Ye Yuan started burning his bloodline power, and at the same time, his speed soared again! 

“Boy, are you crazy? Pushing on like this, by the time you reach the Heavenspan World, you’ll be totally 

crippled!” Mi Tian shouted frantically in Ye Yuan’s sea of consciousness. 

Burning divine essence and bloodline power at the same time was extremely harmful to the body. 

If it was a short period, it was still fine. But Ye Yuan had to travel for half a year. This kind of loss was 

virtually irreversible. 



A single mishap and it would ruin the martial arts foundation, cutting off the path forward. 

Ye Yuan ignored Mi Tian and threw the heavenly pills that he refined previously into his mouth 

frenziedly. 

However, under this crazy move, his speed was virtually several times faster than normal! 

Time slowly passed. The heavenly pills on Ye Yuan were depleted very quickly. 

However, he did not stop, throwing the natural treasures that he found in the Labyrinth Divine Palace 

into his mouth as if they were unlimited in number. 

Just like that, he kept maintaining the limit speed and rushed in the direction of the Heavenspan World. 

Finally, he saw the Heavenspan World’s boundary wall. 

At the same time, the sky above Inklight Forest, the phenomenon of a moon that had been going 

berserk for a month finally subsided. 

“ARGHHHH! Damn Ye Yuan, you caused this exalt to be unable to break through to True Sovereign 

Heaven. This exalt wants you to grieve to the extent that you wished to die! You definitely didn’t think 

that this exalt hid your beloved right under your eyelids, right? Hahaha … Go and die for me!” 

Yan Jadetrue fell completely into a berserk rage and activated the origin divinity mark immediately, 

wanting to kill Yue Mengli. 

“Mn? This … How is this possible? It was clearly still there just now!” Yan Jadetrue’s pupils constricted, 

disbelief written all over his face. 
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Endless World in the depths of the Endless Forest. 

Yue Mengli hugged the weak Ye Yuan with a look of tender care. 

“Big Brother Yuan, are … are you alright?” 

“Fool, can he be okay? He didn’t even want his life anymore in order to save you!” Mi Tian said in a great 

rage. 

Yue Mengli was taken aback and said in surprise, “You … Who are you?” 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s origin divinity came out of his body and said to Yue Mengli, “He’s a senior who’s 

temporarily staying in my body. Li-er, I still have even more important things to do right now. Senior will 

tell you everything.” 

Yue Mengli’s expression turned intent, and she nodded slightly and said,?“Mn,?go on, Big Brother 

Yuan.” 

Mi Tian was even more furious when he saw the situation and scolded, “You stinking brat, really 

angering Your Father to death! I’ve never seen before someone who messes around like you! Already 

crippled yourself and you actually still want to use origin divinity to go fight! You’ll die!” 
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Ye Yuan smiled and said, “That’s also because there’s no choice. If I don’t go and fight, he’ll definitely 

destroy the Heavenspan World. Senior, this place will be entrusted to you. I’ll be right back!” 

Finished saying, Ye Yuan’s chaos origin divinity immediately disappeared from the Endless World. 

Mi Tian was stomping his feet in anger, his mouth spewing profanities without stopping for a moment. 

Standing from his perspective, there was no way of understanding Ye Yuan’s actions at all. 

This girl in front of him was merely a Lower Realms ant. 

This guy directly crippled himself from running in order to save her. 

To a powerhouse who was about to step into Saint Sovereign Heaven, what kind of woman could he not 

get? 

This boy was really incomprehensible! 

Now, he was going in an origin divinity state to find the Yan Jadetrue who might have already broken 

through to True Sovereign Heaven to risk his life for a world’s ants. 

After scolding for a while, Mi Tian also felt helpless and said to Yue Mengli angrily, “Damn lass, bring his 

physical body and go to the Heavenspan World!” 

Yue Mengli said uncertainly, “Senior, what are we going to do?” 

Mi Tian said with a cold snort, “What else can we do? To save him! Your Father is still counting him on to 

send me back home. Will I still harm him? With how he is, after his origin divinity returns, I reckon that 

he won’t be far from death either! Luckily, the Heavenspan World is connected to the Heaven 

Fragmented Continent. Otherwise, this brat is dead for sure!” 

The moment Yue Mengli heard, she could not help being overjoyed and immediately carried Ye Yuan’s 

physical body and flew away. 

… … 

With Ye Yuan’s origin divinity leaving his body, he returned to Grand Brightjade Complete Heaven very 

quickly! 

He had just walked out of the plane passageway when he felt an extremely powerful origin divinity 

power rushing towards this side. 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed. Only then did he know that Yan Jadetrue had just broken through not 

long ago. 

Secretly thinking to himself what a close shave it was, Ye Yuan’s figure moved, and he greeted Yan 

Jadetrue. 

Yan Jadetrue had clearly discovered Ye Yuan too and shouted angrily, “Ye Yuan, you ruined my 

cultivation base. I’ll definitely make your soul disintegrate today!” 



All of a sudden, he saw Ye Yuan’s origin divinity and could not help being taken aback, and immediately 

laughed loudly and said, “Brat, you actually only left with origin divinity!?Mn??You … Your origin divinity 

actually broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven already; how is this possible?!” 

The loud laughter stopped abruptly. Yan Jadetrue discovered that Ye Yuan’s origin divinity was 

extremely compact. Furthermore, he already broke through to Saint Sovereign Heaven! 

He was merely only at the level of middle Jade Sovereign Heaven before! 

Ye Yuan sneered and said, “Could it be that only you’re allowed to scheme against me, and I’m not 

allowed to plot against you? Before coming out of the Labyrinth Divine Palace, my origin divinity had 

already been cultivated to Saint Sovereign Heaven! Otherwise, how can I dare to absorb the Voidsnap 

Immortal Condensation in front of you?” 

Yan Jadetrue’s expression changed again and again, and he said in a cold voice, “Ye Yuan, you caused 

this exalt to fail in my breakthrough. But, even if it’s this half-baked True Sovereign Heaven, it’s 

sufficient to kill you too!” 

He was very careful, but who would have thought that he still got tricked in the end. The fury in his heart 

could be imagined. 

Yan Jadetrue had indeed broken through to True Sovereign Heaven, but the Frivolous Life Like a Dream’s 

existence had a great impact on his breakthrough. 

At this time, his origin divinity was between Saint Sovereign Heaven and True Sovereign Heaven. It 

neither went up nor down. This drove him incredibly crazy. 

“Immortal Exterminating Finger!” 

Yan Jadetrue shouted coldly. Pointing a finger out, the wind and clouds changed colors. 

The outrageous power of Great Dao combined with a powerful origin divinity attack made this finger 

sufficient to exterminate immortals! 

Ye Yuan’s expression changed slightly. The power of this finger absolutely surpassed the level of Saint 

Sovereign Heaven. 

Even if a grand completion Saint Sovereign Heaven was here, they would probably be annihilated by a 

finger too. 

Although Yan Jadetrue’s physical body was destroyed, his cultivation base was still there, and he could 

still borrow heaven and earth spiritual energy to execute powerful martial techniques. 

He broke through to True Sovereign Heaven and comprehended the Great Dao rule of True Sovereign 

Heaven, his power immense. 

At this very moment, although Ye Yuan was startled, he did not panic. 

Divine Emergence was where Ye Yuan’s confidence lay! 

In an instant, Ye Yuan condensed a bow with soul force. 



Bending the bow and notching the arrow! 

The bow and arrow were extremely solid, looking as if they were corporeal. 

When Yan Jadetrue saw it, his pupils constricted too. 

“Arrow of God Extermination!” 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Swoosh! 

Ye Yuan released three arrows in a row, and it actually swept up a horrifying power of rule. 

The spiritual energy undulation from the arrow tip was actually not the slightest bit weaker than Yan 

Jadetrue’s Immortal Exterminating Finger! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Boom! 

Two powerful bursts of soul force exploded above the void. 

The two people gave a muffled groan at the same time and flew out backward. 

Their origin divinities actually became much dimmer in an instant. 

Yan Jadetrue looked at Ye Yuan ferociously and gnashed his teeth in hatred as he said, “What a fierce 

origin divinity mystic art! It looks like in these short few hundred years, you’ve had an incredibly lucky 

encounter on the Rainclear Continent again! However, brat, can you beat me by using this kind of 

mutual destruction fighting style?” 

Ye Yuan was not the slightest bit afraid and said in a cold voice, “Won’t you know after trying it?” 

Done talking, he did not hesitate in the slightest and bent the bow and notched the arrows again! 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

The Arrow of God Extermination was released three times in a row again! 

Yan Jadetrue’s expression changed wildly. This arrow was released with soul force and was unrivaledly 

tyrannical. He had no way to evade at all. 

He gritted his teeth and pointed a finger out again. 

“Immortal Exterminating Finger!” 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The void trembled, the aftershocks of the two people’s battle spread extremely far away, attracting the 

attention of countless powerhouses. 



“What a powerful origin divinity undulation! Who is fighting at Inklight Forest that side?” 

“It’s actually two origin divinities that are fighting! What terrifying power, origin divinity mystic arts can 

actually erupt with such terrifying power!” 

“Eh,?one of them seems to be a Saint Exalt powerhouse; the other … is so strong! That origin divinity 

undulation seems to have already surpassed Saint Exalt!” 

“That lower Saint Sovereign Heaven is so strong, to actually fight with the other party until neither can 

gain the upper hand! But at this rate, the two of their origin divinities will both be annihilated, right?” 

… … 

Ever since the passageway was connected, Inklight Forest had many powerhouses gathered to begin 

with. 

When they saw Ye Yuan jump realms to battle, each and every one of them was dumbstruck with 

amazement. 

These two origin divinities were not on the same level at all. In the end, they actually fought to a draw. 

This kind of battle was too inconceivable. 

In virtually a blink of an eye, Ye Yuan released dozens of arrows. His origin divinity was becoming dim at 

a speed visible to the naked eye. 

However, Yan Jadetrue’s origin divinity was no better too. 

Divine Emergence’s mystic art, Arrow of God Extermination, was a fighting style that gambled with one’s 

life. 

With their own soul force as a guide, it erupted with an incomparably powerful lethality, obliterating the 

other party’s origin divinity. 

This move was incredibly powerful but also caused self-destruction to kill the enemy. 

Ye Yuan was gambling. He was betting that Yan Jadetrue could not hold out first! 

This was because there was still the Frivolous Life Like a Dream in Yan Jadetrue’s origin divinity! 


